Freshmen Elect Baker President
James Baker of Newport was elected president of the freshman class by 31 votes to 20 for Dick Laflin, of Fall River. Other officers are Paul Fla- hin, secretary, and John Keckert, treasurer. The election was conducted along party lines.

President To Bless Junior Class Rings
At a recent meeting of the junior class ring committee, Frank Brennan, junior class president, announced that the class will meet on the first Monday of every month, the Very Rev. Robert A. Rohrer, Protestant Chaplain, will bless the rings at the appropriate ceremony, conducted by Fr. Vitale, moderator of the junior class. The ceremony will probably be held in St. Andrew's Hall Chapel.

Bermuda Cruise Nearing Sellout
It was announced that only five reservations are left for the annual Easter trip to Bermuda sponsored by the business administration department. Early in the spring, the trip has become an annual institution to limit a maximum of 20 students because reservations in Bermuda are severely limited during the Easter holidays. A large influx of college students from Yale, Harvard, Wellesley, Brown, and Smith.

Sponsor Sponsors Informal Dance
Final plans for the informal dance to be sponsored by the members of the Student Council have been formulated, co-chairmen Joe Dolan and Jim Westwater announced today. The dance will be held in Harris Hall on Friday, February 3d. Music will be provided by the Lebanon College University Orchestra. To add to the attraction, it was announced today that Donald Carignan, chairman of the Sophomore Class committee, has announced that he will send for the Mayfair Band from the Lebanon College University Orchestra. The dance will be held in the recreation room at both of the Lebanon College University’s campuses on Friday, February 3rd.

Army Arsenal Awarded
Franklin M. Di Donato, director of the ROTC Post, was elected to the position of armory commander.

Col. Moss Leaves College ROTC Post
January thirty-first was more than the end of the month, it was the end of a career at Providence College. Col. Moss’s career has been that of a Colonel P. Moss, the man who was most influential in the establishment of the outstanding cadet corps here at Providence College.

Colonel Moss’ personal interest in the training of young men aspiring to a military career, scholarship difficulties of any nature, or that insoluble, ever present problem of women the Colonel had the right solution every time.

The last phrase is probably the most familiar to the students who have had any contact with the ROTC program. Whether it be on a military career, scholarships, difficulties of any nature, or that insoluble, ever-present problem of women the Colonel had the right solution every time.

Colonel Moss, along with his numerous accomplishments and commendable performances during World War II in Africa and Italy, and later in Korea, Colonel Moss is to be congratulated. His achievements reflect great credit upon himself and the military service.

His retirement in a great loss to the Army and Providence College, but a great gain for the private citizens.

Although the Colonel’s destination is unknown as of the present it is agreed that any community would be indeed fortunate to have such a great American and so fine a gentleman living within its boundaries.

On behalf of the Faculty, the ROTC staff and student body, we of the COWL wish you happiness and success in that which you may pursue and God’s blessing on you and your family. Good-bye and thank you, Colonel Moss.

Hannon Named COWL Editor; New Staff Begins Work
John F. Hannon of Fall River, Massachusetts, was elected to the position of editor of the COWL for the 1956-57 edition succeeding James F. Slavin, President of the College, will hold the position of editor-in-chief. Juniors Arthur Phelan and James Baker, another associate of the Sophomore Class committee, have announced that they will send for the Mayfair Band from the Lebanon College University Orchestra. The dance will be held in the recreation room at both of the Lebanon College University’s campuses on Friday, February 3rd.
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Feast Of St. Blaise

Friday, in addition to being the First Fri­
day, an almsgiving day in the Catholic chur­
ches of the Middle Ages, it is also a day cele­
brated in the United States in many Catholic
Churches. It is a day of fasting and almsgiv­
ing. The feast commemorates St. Blaise, who
was a sixth-century bishop and martyr in
England.

In blessing the throats of the faithful, the priest prays that God, through the intercession
of St. Blaise, might protect them from "diseases of the throat and other evils".

The COWL, in its continuing effort to
provide a variety of activities for its members,
is pleased to announce the appointment of a
new chaplain. This announcement was an
important event in the history of the COWL.

Joseph was appointed as the new chaplain
and is to be commended for his dedication to
the COWL and his efforts to enhance the
quality of life for its members.

This announcement was made possible due
in large part to the support of the students
involved in the COWL. They have expressed
their desire to provide a variety of activities
and services for their peers.

Be sure to attend the upcoming events and
activities scheduled for the COWL. These
activities are designed to provide a variety of
opportunities for its members to participate
and contribute to the COWL.

"Of Her"

By ROGER ASSAD,

Of you I think throughout the entire day.
You are the only one I have ever loved.
I want to be with you always.

The thought of you continues though unfed.
I long for your presence.

To reflect the bygone folly of our play
Should I cast you out of my mind instead?
But the love of you I fervently dread.
To possess you I must so humbly pray.

O! My dear, my love, my life, my soul,
Face the world with all its dire reality!
Think of my mind stray like frolicking sheep
And wander through the realm of absurdity,
But from within, from the depth of my soul.

The pure, the simple, and enigmatic you.
**Carolan Club Dance  Tickets Now On Sale**

One of the most looked forward to events for the students will take place February 16, 11, and 12. The Carolan Club sponsors its annual dinner. Terry Quinn and his orchestra will provide the music in Aquinas Lounge. There will also be a Jaunty Follies in the Penguin Room.

The weekend will continue on Saturday evening with a jazz concert in the Penguin Room of Aquinas Hall followed by dinner in the Aquinas Hall dining room. Saturday evening at 7 o'clock the Friar Frolk take on the Boston University Freshmen followed by the Friar Varsity and the Boston University Varsity.

Sunday morning there will be a Communion Breakfast in Aquinas Hall. Mass will be celebrated at 10 o'clock followed by breakfast. The guest speaker for the breakfast will be Mr. Joseph L. McAndrew, a Rhode Island business man. Mrs. McAndrew is a graduate of Providence College, class of '33. Rids are now on sale in Aquinas Hall. Price $12.00.

**RF. Clark Heads Marriage Forum**

The tenth annual Providence College Marriage Forum will begin Saturday, February 19. The principal speaker for the forum program will be Rev. William R. Clark who is also general chairman for the forum. The chairman for the opening night will be the Chaplain of the College, the Rev. Thomas McFerrin.

On March 4, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Donnelly, parents of eight children, will be the speakers. This forum will be followed by an address on March 11 by Dr. Vito Coppa, an anthropologist.

**Shirt Shop**

**WHAT'S THIS?**

For solution, see paragraph below.

**Pyramid Players Meet Tomorrow**

The Pyramid Players are having a meeting Thursday, February 3, at 7:30 in Room 309 in Harkins Hall. Topics for discussion at this meeting will be the Spring musical, the London Play, the club banquet, and a guest lecture. All members are requested to be present and new members are cordially invited to attend this meeting.

**LA SALLE TAILORS AND DRY CLEANERS**

1001 SMITH STREET

**Quick way to better taste**: It's illustrated in the Droudle above, titled: Lucky smoker opening fresh pack. (He's merely doing away with a little red tape.) Better taste is what he's after, and better taste is what he'll get.

Lackies taste better, you see, because they're made of fine tobacco . . . light, mild tobacco that's TOASTED to taste better. Break out a pack of Luckies yourself. You'll say Lucky Strike is the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked.

**DROUDLES**, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price

**College smokers prefer Luckies!**

Luckies lead all other brands, regular or king-size, among 36,075 college students questioned coast to coast. The number-one reason: Luckies taste better.
Friars Drop Heartbreaker; Lose To Harvardmen 4-1

By Bill Flanagan, ‘56

A revengful Harvard sextet, shocked by the troops of Mr. Dick Bindreau, in their first encounter, invaded the Rhode Island emporium of body checks etc., on the night of January 10th, with fire in their eyes and this determination paid off as the Crimson Weiland sextet clinched a tough up hill battle with a 5-4 triumph over the Friars. It was a heart breaker for the locals as they saw an almost insurmountable lead go down the drain. With six minutes remaining, and urged by their followers to "roll it up", the Providence margin was 4-1. This lead was built up mainly in the second period and the beginning of the last stanza.

Harvard jumped off to a quick lead in the opening minutes, and that one goal was the only scoring in an evenly played first period. The defense, aided by a strong performance from Mike McDonough, who guarded Harvard Bob Clark like a hawk, produced much improved from previous outings, although the offense suffered. Harvard played much more methodically, which indicated their respect for us.

The middle frame produced a great respite, as the Rondeau brigade, sparked by the "Remarkable Rocket", Captain Robert Reilly, and his supporting associates Rod German and Ed Monahan, dominated the action and moved out front 2-1. Reilly tallied both goals, the first one being a tremendous effort. Bob took a long pass from McDonough, accepted it on the blue line and fired it past goalie Charlie Flynn of Harvard. Although the score seems one-sided, the victory was not within reach for the Black and White, as the Terriers in their first stanza simply outplayed them. Next home game is Feb. 13th vs. Northeastern.

Leicesterites Defeat Friar Yearlings

The P. C. yearlings met defeat last Saturday night at the hands of Leicester Junior College by a score of 60-33.

Although the score seems one-sided, the victory was not within reach for Leicester until the end of the third chapter when the fresh attack fizzle by the Providence sextet, the Terriers, forced the Friars to go into an all out attack at the beginning of the 4th stanza and from that point were never headed.

When the Rams come marching in tonight, the eyes of P. C. followers and players alike will focus their attention on a slightly built, blond-haired youth who has been pouring points through the hoop this season in record breaking fashion.

The P. C. sextet met defeat last Saturday night by a score of 2-1, as Fool Wehye along with Johnnie Mulligan, in their opening game in the 1956 season, in the first stanza. Fool Wehye, a junior from Union City, New Jersey, has been averaging 25 points a game to rank among the nation's top scorers. And from the foul line, the blond bombshell paces the nation with a scorching 85% from the free throw line. von Wehre along with trumpeter Ron Marzur and the big rebounder Eric Anderson will lead this P. C. sextet in their quest for a sweep of the two game series.

The players seem to be too tense and worried on the court. They give the impression as if they don't know what they're doing. The ball rings for a new man to come in and everyone turns around to see if he's going to be taken out. They definitely lack confidence.

It's obvious to all that the team can't play against a zone if we continue the type of ball we are playing now; if any team uses the zone, we are licked. We're not getting the proper shots and we're not getting any rebounds. You can't expect to shoot from 30 feet out all the time and hit. The only way you get the proper shot is by passing the ball around swiftly and accurately. Try to work in for that good shot. As for the rebounding situation, there is no reason why the club shouldn't get more rebounds than they do. If a team doesn't have two men who average 15 per game they are lost. Jenkins and Ritch are the squad's current leaders with averages of 87 and 79 respectively. So what, if your man is a couple of inches taller than you. That doesn't mean he has to get every ball that comes off the boards. The answer to rebounding is position, and the only way you get that is by hustle, hustle, and more hustle.

The team is definitely lacking in the fundamentals. If a ball player can't hit from the foul line by his second or third year in college, he never will. The foul shooting average is 66 percent—last year it was 70 percent. A good club should average 75 percent of their shots. Our average in the last three ball games, A. I. C., Springfield, and Georgetown, were 60 percent.

Failure to control the boards proves disastrous to the frosh as Leicesterites Defeat the Providence sextet. The squad's current leaders will you know? Why not put five men in and let them stay in for awhile. Maybe I'm wrong, but I was under the impression that this was basketball, not football, that they play at Alumni Hall. How do you expect a man to score if you keep on putting him in and taking him out. Last year Mike Parace was the leading scorer with 281 points, but you can't expect Mike to duplicate those figures this season if you don't play him.
Mile Relay Team Wins B.A.A. Medals

In one of the most exciting races of the evening, the Providence College Providence College Team of Joe Borke, Joe Madden, Tom Costello and Jerry Glass won the mile relay that Saturday night’s B.A.A. games in Boston. The Friars second place finish forced the year the Friars relay team came from behind to defeat powerful Boston Polytech, Massachusetts, M.I.T., and Worcester Technical, the Friars trailed for the first legs but rallied turned in a terrific another leg won by Joe Borke.

The team deserves all the credit to the work for their splendid showing, which was only attained after many hours of practice, a few people the Friar back up the four men to have been in order to practice.

This coming Saturday, the freshman and varsity squads will travel to Cambridge to meet Harvard in a dual meet. The relay team will probably go down to New York for the Milhous Games instead of competing against the Harvard men.

Unbeaten Spaniards To Play Guzman Hall

The Dorm League resumes action this week after the semester break. The Spanish Joes are favored on the strength of their well balanced team.

The tie was broken with less than 2 minutes remaining in the final period.

Varsity Pucksters Walloped By Yale

By Gene Zilaro, '76

Yale’s sextet with exam pressure overburdened the Friar varsity pucksters 10-2. After the first period the Black and White applied the pressure the roof fell in and Dick Bombone’s charges never recovered.

The initial marker was recorded as Sophomores Paul Bandino slapped a ten footer past George Scherer but, two minutes later Jack Brady of the home teams evaded the count at 1.1. The Friars continuously peppered the door but got nowhere and the score was 1-0.

In the second period the game got rougher but less penalties were called. The tie was broken with 9.3 minutes gone when Eli captain Bob Faggin converted a point from the point past a shivering foot. This was the beginning of the end for the visiting six. Even strict coaching strategy back-fired when goal tender Hornstein was lifted in favor of an extra player.

The Friars-years came unassisted at 6:38 and John Sweeney concluded matters in the goal department. Dick Bombone’s charges never recovered.

The dorm team are favored on the strength of their well balanced team. The tie was broken with less than 2 minutes remaining in the final period.

With six seconds remaining, the score was knotted as the Bull carried the puck past the far post. The tie was broken with 9.3 minutes gone when Eli captain Bob Faggin converted a point from the point past a shivering foot. This was the beginning of the end for the visiting six. Even strict coaching strategy back-fired when goal tender Hornstein was lifted in favor of an extra player.

The Friars-years came unassisted at 6:38 and John Sweeney concluded matters in the goal department. Dick Bombone’s charges never recovered.

The dorm team are favored on the strength of their well balanced team. The tie was broken with less than 2 minutes remaining in the final period.

With six seconds remaining, the score was knotted as the Bull carried the puck past the far post. The tie was broken with 9.3 minutes gone when Eli captain Bob Faggin converted a point from the point past a shivering foot. This was the beginning of the end for the visiting six. Even strict coaching strategy back-fired when goal tender Hornstein was lifted in favor of an extra player.

The Friars-years came unassisted at 6:38 and John Sweeney concluded matters in the goal department. Dick Bombone’s charges never recovered.
Bill Sweeney was elected president of the Providence College Swimming Club at a meeting held on January 12. Other officers elected are Pete Harrington, vice-president; Ed McLaughlin, treasurer; and Paul Grady, secretary. Plans for a dance to be held on April 28 were also formulated at the meeting.

The Providence College swimming team opened its season on January 14 with a forfeit win over the Wanskuck team. The Blue Army will be inducted into the Springville Swimming Club's annual Hall of Fame on February 14.

Sweeney Is Named Swim Club Prexy

A letter from Cardinal Tisserant, leader of the French Blue Army, was read at the meeting held on April 28. Other officers elected are Pete Harrington, vice-president; Ed McLaughlin, treasurer; and Paul Grady, secretary. Plans for a dance to be held on April 28 were also formulated at the meeting.

The Providence College swimming team opened its season on January 14 with a forfeit win over the Wanskuck team. The Blue Army will be inducted into the Springville Swimming Club's annual Hall of Fame on February 14.

Cardinal... (Continued from Page 2)

...led the consistory which in 1939 elected Pope Pius XII.

Cardinal Tisserant told French Blue Army leaders: "... The Blue Army, which you have helped to make known in France... constitutes a sort of spiritual mobilization for a most pressing objective, namely the conversion of the peoples of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic and their satellites. The Blue Army is a response to the demands of the Blessed Virgin at Fatima."

"Today everyone desires peace. But true peace presupposes the conversion of the impious and, before this, our own conversion. The Blue Army enters into the spirit of the Church in working to bring about a personal living... by men and women... of the consecration which the Sovereign Pontiff has willed to make of the entire world, and most particularly of the peoples of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, to the Immaculate Heart of Mary."

"This consecration demands of each Christian that he take up his cross, each day, according to the example of his Master."

"It is not necessary that all those Catholics who still enjoy their liberty should arrange themselves like an army around Our Lady, stronger against evil than an army arranged in battle, yet tender like the most purest tip that ever touched your palate."

"Therefore, with all my strength, I appeal for a more widespread and more popular implosion of Our Lady, in such a way that only the intervention of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary will obtain the necessary graces of conversion and reawaken an authentic sense of unity in Christ and in the Church for a true world peace."

"Although far from complete, unfinished rooms in part of the 88-room, three-story Blue Army Headquarters are already being used to promote the Fatima peace program throughout the world. The first rooms of the uncompleted structure were blessed and put to use on October 13 (1955) after ceremonies conducted by Monsignor Colgan and attended by pilgrims from several nations."

"The Blue Army is a crusade for world peace through prayer, sacrifice and penance. Founded as a simple parish devotion in 1947, it has spread to more than fifty million members in thirty-three nations of the world by the spring of 1964, and has continued to have such phenomenal growth that its size is now beyond estimate."

Nebulous... (Continued from Page 2)

"...it seems as though the College has taken a passive attitude as far as snow removal is concerned. In this respect it has been compared to a famous New England railroad. The addition of a new building has brought a cut in the maintenance crew, and just like one of New England’s railroads, its economy is showing... A note to the basketball players: Don’t blame the coach because you missed forty-two out of your first fifty shots!
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